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About This Game

Goro is easy to learn, but a challenging casual game. You control a colored square that must pass through labyrinths
filled with various obstacles, for example, splitting you into pieces of a platform, accelerating and slowing down plates,

secret traps, secret passages, narrow apertures. All of them are needed to test your reaction. The game gradually
plunges you more difficult situations. Increase your skills. Overcome obstacles. Have fun with this game.

Abstract design

Pleasant music

Unique levels
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Simple and intuitive gameplay
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Title: Goro
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
VB Studio
Publisher:
VB Studio
Release Date: 19 Sep, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/7/8/8.1/10

Processor: 1.2 Ghz or faster processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 200 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 180 MB available space

Additional Notes: Keyboard and Mouse
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First things first, this is definitely a niche game. If you're not a fan of medieval historical fiction, Latin, or truly insane levels of
a**holery, don't buy the game, or buy it on sale.

The Awesome:

 You can play the whole game in Latin.

 The story. It interested me enough that I have a sudden burning desire to learn Italian just so I can read the novel this
was based on (sadly, the novels were never translated into English)

 The easter eggs. I'm pretty sure at least half of the achievements are for finding the easter eggs in the game.

 The main character. He's such a snarky bastard.  He was downright happy when he tricked the guard into taking poison.
And the levels of snark when he talks to the Inquisitor General are off the charts

 The scenery. It's truly gorgeous, I guess to make up for the character models.
The Meh:

Clicking on things. Tiny things. Tiny things that apparently are about three inches to the left of where you think
they are so you end up madly clicking over the entire screen to find that ONE PIXEL THAT WILL LET YOU
FINISH THE PUZZLE. Or you can use the TAB key and hope for the best.  This was really only a major
problem when I had to inspect the corpse towards the end of the game. Eventually I just madly hit TAB until I
heard new dialogue, because clicking was getting me nowhere

Not being able to pick things up until you need them for a specific puzzle. This results in a lot of backtracking,
but it can be fun because it's kind of like a game of memory. Now, where did I leave that rubber chicken?
The Truly Horrible

 The character models. Sweet jesus they're terrifying.

 The final puzzle. Calling it a puzzle is kind of an affront to puzzles. Clicking letters and then click-
dragging Greek letters over top of their English counterparts and then scraping gunk off good ol Nick's
face is NOT my idea of a good time. It's filler, and I think they would have been better off just ending
with a dream scene instead of trying to cram another puzzle in.
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I originally bought this game because it listed Latin as one of the languages you could play in. I wasn't
expecting a whole lot out of the game, especially after reading some of the reviews. That being said, if
you ignore the little annoying bits and pay attention to the story, it's actually pretty fantastic. Just don't get
your knickers in a twist about ugly people and the sometimes-tedious puzzles and you'll be fine.

8\/10 do recommend, and I'm definitely playing it again to see what other easter eggs I can unearth!. I'll
take your entire stock!!. As a headache simulator works pretty well, but as a game... Well, it ruins what
could be a good idea for a short film with a poor execution.. It's a good DLC. I love it alot. Lots of
functionality and great sounds!. Thanks for not taking this off steam (yet)
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https://youtu.be/pFAKY1o5y_E

A bare bones 2D platformer that lasts only a few minutes. Animation, SFX and quality level design are all missing leaving this a
shell of an idea and game.. This game.... SUPER GOOD! It was an emotional rollercoaster filled with great highs, and lows. I
have played it through 7 times and I got a drasticly different ending each time, and there are still a ton of acheavements, and
endings I don't have yet so you really get your moneys worth. This game is great because a lot of desisions you make seem
insignifficant, but then several chapters later they will come back to bite you in the butt.! Overal it was a ton of fun, and I really
enjoyd all the quirky, and interesting characters.. Super nice rythm game! If you're used to those, count approx 2 hours of
gameplay for the 100% achievements. It's worth it though, as the game is really nice, the musics too, and it's sold for cheap :)

I still have a couple of remarks. The beat is really hard to hit precisely as the music is not always 100% on sync, and also, you
have no precise way to know if you're too early or too late except if you're reeeeeeeally late/early (your only visual aid is the
trail left by the balls). This is really annoying because even if you are really precise, when you take into account the slight
desync of the music + the potential keyboard input lag, it makes it impossible to play above 2x speed, or even 1.5x for the bonus
level.
I hope that devs will add a ticking sound on the key presses (to help us correct the kb input lag), and also some precise visual aid
like in osu!. This would be really nice :)

Great game overall!!. I didn't think I would enjoy this kind of game but I was very pleasantly surprised!

There are many aspects to this game that make it super entertaining like the blend of the awesome music as well as the beautiful
graphics and art style that the devs have used in the game.

The controls are a bit tricky which is exactly what gets me drawn to these kinds of games as I love a challenge! Also, there is
just something about having to beat your previous score that mysteriously draws you back to these kinds of games.

Playing this game is a definite must - especially considering it's been produced by an Indie Developer AND from South Africa -
not really a country that comes to mind when you think of gaming..

Well done to the devs :D A big yes from me!. ROUTE
+
Scenery
Overhead
Signals
Textures
Price
the make a small update with the Marseille Avignon part
vegetaion

-
few of the reality appropriate buildings in Lyon

Train (TGV Duplex) --- They dont update the old one
+
Sound (Engine)
Textures

-
Sound (carriages) -- very bad -> Soundupdate - railsim.fr
acceleration

brakes (Im not sure if it corresponds to the reality, but its very hat to brake with this train on the LGV part)
wrong 1.5kv pantograph (reality: first + fourth | ts: second and third)

summarized, it is worthwhile to buy this route
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I would be wery glad if they update the 1.5v pantographs, because it wouldn\u00b4t be so difficult

Im sorry if i did some grammatical mistakes. I've owned Patrician III since February 2013, and as of today Steam tells me I've
played 83 hours of the game. In that context, it is with regret that I write this review and state that I cannot recommend P3, at
least not to most players--even those for whom the game does work on their computer. (There is a pretty large number of
negative P3 reviews on Steam, talking about being unable to play the game on Windows 8 or Windows 10. I've never used those
operating systems--I've used Windows 7 since 2010, and I write this review from that perspective.)

Let me first tell you the things I like about this game--and there are quite a few of them. I enjoyed the game from the start. The
map of northern Europe, where you'll likely spend a fair amount of time, is to me very atmospheric. It really conveyed to a
sense of sailing miles across the Baltic Sea, of the waves and discovery, birds and winds and the occasional pirate, and the thrill
of arriving at a new port, sizing up the situation, making some sales and purchases--and realizing that you have, quite easily as a
matter of fact, turned yourself a nice little profit. The town maps are also atmospheric, with lots of people walking around,
talking, music playing, lots of buildings you can click on to learn and interact with the town, and as a result, you get a distinct
feeling that there is a whole lot to do and explore throughout the world of P3.

When I first played the game in 2013 I remember that it really did not feel like it took all that long before my little merchant
company was just raking in the dough. Around the time I had in my merchant fleet 3 or 4 ships, it just felt like I was on top of
the world. I had reached that point mostly by taking good trades. I had even used pen and paper to log down the prices of goods
in different cities, allowing me to get some of the most favorable pricing.

I had hired captains and crew for my ships, fought and defeated a few pirates, navigated random events, pieced together a
couple of treasure maps and then recovered those treasures. I was starting to work on making the people in my hometown of
Lubeck happy, construct new bulidings there, bring new people into the city to work in the buildings I'd put up, and just
beginning to automate the sale and purchase of goods around the Baltic. And how fun that I could now produce internally, at a
lower cost, some of the goods that I had previously needed to purchase from others and then resell, using the buildings I had
constructed.

I had 200k or 300k gold around this time, easily racing past my closest trading competitor, and with it I commissioned the
construction of additional trade ships, and had even issued a few small, short-term loans to inhabitants of Lubeck. I was having
fun reading the daily food menu in one of the buildings, imagining how delectable some of those dishes decribed there would be
in real life. And I was increasingly thinking about my company's long-term future. I would be able to make auction bids to buy
ships for sale soon, instead of capturing pirate ships or commissioning new ships for construction at the local shipyard;
eventually I could visit more distance parts of the world. Even now, just writing about all these cool activities and possibilities
gives me a desire yet again to play the game.

Sadly though, P3 has a number of flaws. And if there is one single major flaw, it is unnecessary cumbersomeness.

First off, the tutorial feels clunky and incomplete. P3 has many nooks and crannies, and many of those should have been
covered in-game. Instead, if you want to understand many of the basic gameplay mechanics you'll have to go online and look
around for guides. I did this early on. In fact, I found myself having to return to online guides repeatedly in order to play the
game halfway well.

There are lots of times where the game simply does not give you the information need to make good decisions, though in reality
you would have had access to such information. For example, when in a random event someone asks if they can hide some
illegal goods in your warehouse, should you do it or not? I think it was just a yes or no choice, and as I recall there was no way to
find out what the consequences might be if you were caught, who might potentially catch you, what you could do to try to
improve your chances of not being caught, etc. It felt like one of those moments in some 1990's adventure game where you have
to take blind, unintuitive actions in order to succeed.

P3 also has a quite a poor user interface. Things that ought to be easy to do are unnecessarily difficult. I think it took me weeks
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of playing the game before I discovered that there was an in-game newspaper. And the trading system--

On the one hand, the trading system feels fine, as long as you just have 2 or 3 ships. You'll be able to directly control that few
pretty easily, using the manual trading screen to get yourself some good trades and issue orders for your ships to head to the next
port. But if you want to start automating the selling process, it will become quite a bit more complicated, a messy quagmire that
in the end may just cause you to stop altogether.

Like this: if you want to automate trade in a town you can build a storehouse there. Unfortunately, before you can build a
storehouse the town will first need to trust you sufficiently, meaning trading a lot there. And constructing a storehouse is very
expensive. It requires something like 100 bricks and 10 wood--meaning a lot of extra planning to get all that material into place
at the same time--as well as some gold. What's the problem with letting me build a storehouse made entirely of wood, or bricks?
Or how about letting me rent space instead?

Of course, you can also build a ship and send it to stay in a town port. You have to know exactly what you're doing when you set
this up though, as the tools for doing so are confusing and clunky--heaven forbid making it simple.

Let's say you've found a good town to sell leather to and buy wine from. You can put a ship in port to do both--but some other
trader arrives and sells the town a whole bunch more leather, so the price falls, and now you'll want to buy instead of sell.
There's no way to automate it though--unless you have a second ship in the tow to buy leather.

Oh, and don't forget that each ship will need to have a captain as well! You can find captains randomly in taverns around the
map. You'll need to search each tavern manually while you have a ship in that town's port and hope you find a captain, and then
hire him. Then you'll need to have a ship that he can command. I'm not certain of this, but I believe that you cannot hire a
captain until you have a ship without one. So if you do happen to find a captain somewhere in the world, you'll need to wait until
you have an uncaptained ship, then return to that port and hire the captain--and I do believe that captains will leave ports
sometimes, meaning you just might miss your chance, and be left with a ship that is completely useless, until you find another
captain.

These and other interface problems are accentuated by yet another issue: real-time gameplay. When you set the game to its
slowest speed and then go into a town, time passes at probably one day for every couple minutes. On the Europe map, it's more
like one day every 5 or 10 seconds; either way it's too fast, and some things will probably slip through the cracks, especially if
you manually fight pirates. And if you automate combat, you'll probably regret it quickly, as your captains are too stupid.

This could have been a really great trading game, but it just has too many flaws. If you can get past the unecessary rules and
poor interface you may really enjoy it. But I think most strategy players, myself included, prefer games that are easy to learn,
difficult to master. I may return to P3 again, as there is much to enjoy. But it's certainly not easy to learn and play.

5.8/10. Fun strategy game. Reminds me of Galcon and Planetwars, but the choice between upgrading factories and producing
ships is an interesting addition.. Spaghetti dropping waifu Simulator

9\/11. Wish there were less people who thought they were gods at D -. Its pretty interesting but the director(s) don't do a good
job of telling everyone's story. It's moslty a catylist for more people buying Mortal Kombat X and it shows. Kind of a lame
seires, Screw Attack did a better job of introducing thier charicters than this.

Story: 4/10

Action: 9/10

Everything else: 2/10
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